Drupal Core Pathway

Monday, 5 June

- **Time:** 09:00 to 09:50 / **Room:** 323
  - Drupal’s next leap: configuration validation
  - **Speaker:** Wim Leers

- **Time:** 09:00 to 09:50 / **Room:** 301-302
  - Introducing Automatic Updates in Drupal core
  - **Speakers:** Adam Globus-Hoenich, Ted Bowman

- **Time:** 10:45 to 11:45 / **Room:** Spirit of Pittsburgh Ballroom
  - Driesnote
  - **Speaker:** Dries Buytaert

- **Time:** 13:30 to 14:20 / **Room:** 301-302
  - Project Browser Strategic Initiative: Where we are and how you can help
  - **Speakers:** Chris Wells, Leslie Glynn

- **Time:** 16:00 to 17:00 / **Room:** 326, Table 1
  - Birds of a Feather: Community Working Group Office Hours
  - **Speaker:** Mark Casias

- **Time:** 16:10 to 17:00 / **Room:** 323
  - Security Team Panel - D7 End of Life Q&A
  - **Speakers:** Tim Lehnen, Michael Hess

- **Time:** 16:10 to 17:00 / **Room:** 301-302
  - How to make big things happen in Drupal
  - **Speakers:** Gábor Hojtsy, Mike Herchel, Tiffany Farriss, Kristen Pol

Tuesday, 6 June

- **Time:** 8:30 / **Room:** 327, Table 1
  - Birds of a Feather: Project Browser: Updating content on the project pages
  - **Speaker:** Leslie Glynn

- **Time:** 9:00 / **Room:** 327, Table 1
  - Birds of a Feather: Hands on with project browser to improve your Drupal site builds
  - **Speaker:** Chris Wells

- **Time:** 11:30 to 12:20 / **Room:** 301-302
  - Project update bot: The road to Drupal 11
  - **Speaker:** Björn Brala

- **Time:** 13:50 to 14:40 / **Room:** 301-302
  - Drupal Distributions & Recipes Initiative Update
  - **Speakers:** Jim Birch, Adam Bergstein

- **Time:** 14:00 - 15:00 / **Room:** 326, Table 1 & 2
  - Birds of a Feather: Event Organizers Round Table
  - **Speaker:** Avi Schwab

- **Time:** 15:00 to 15:50 / **Room:** 323
  - Building with Design Systems and Layout Builder
  - **Speaker:** Emilie Nouveau

- **Time:** 15:00 to 15:50 / **Room:** 301-302
  - Habits of an Effective Drupal Contributor
  - **Speakers:** Owen Bush, Matthew Tift

- **Time:** 16:10 to 17:00 / **Room:** 306-307
  - Single Directory Components in Core
  - **Speakers:** Mike Herchel, Mateu Aguiló Bosch

- **Time:** 16:10 to 17:00 / **Room:** 301-302
  - Panel: Empowering the community to more rapidly execute Drupal’s strategic goals
  - **Speakers:** Anoop John, Rachel Lawson, Adam Bergstein, Tim Lehnen

Wednesday, 7 June

- **Time:** 9:00 to 10:00 / **Room:** Spirit of Pittsburgh Ballroom
  - Drupal Initiative Leads Keynote
  - **Speaker:** Gábor Hojtsy, Leslie Glynn, Ted Bowman, Mateu Aguiló Bosch, Cristina Chumillas, Amber Himes Matz, Tim Lehnen

Thursday, 8 June

- **Time:** 9:00 to 16:00 / **Room:** 319-321
  - Community Summit
  - **Speaker:** Avi Schwab, Leslie Glynn, Kristen Pol, Sean T. Walsh, Suzanne Dergacheva, George DeMet